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SWEEPING MEASURES FROM THE POLYDISC 
TO THE TORUS 

HOWARD LEWIS P E N N ( l ) 

Let A(An) be the poly disc algebra consisting of functions continu
ous on the closed poly disc, An, and analytic on the interior. The dis
tinguished boundary of the polydisc is the n-dimensional torus, T*\ 
This is a compact connected Abelian group. Its dual is Zn, the cross 
product of n copies of the integers. Let Zn

+ be the set of all a G Z n 

with O j £ Z + for 1 = i= n. Let A(Tn) be the algebra of continuous 
functions on Tn whose Fourier series vanish off Zn+. Theorem 2.2.1 
in Function Theory in Poly discs by Walter Rudin [4] shows that 
A(An) and A(Tn) are in one-to-one correspondence. The element 
in A(Tn) corresponding t o / E A(An) is denoted by /* . 

Let fx be a measure on An. The measure, /x, can be considered as a 
linear functional on A(An) and hence on A(Tn). The linear func
tional can be extended to a linear functional on C^P1). This linear 
functional gives a measure, cr, defined on Tn such that 

f fdn= [ f*d* 

for every / GE A(An). The theorem below gives a construction 
method of finding the measure o\ In one variable a similar con
struction was given by Rubel and Shields [3] . 

THEOREM. Let /Lt be a measure defined on An then a measure a 
can be constructed on V1 such that J A» / d / i = ST»f*d<j for all 
/ £ A(A"). 

PROOF. Let fi be a measure on An. Then /ut = ji? + /no + fa, where 
fiT is the restriction of p to T1, /xo is the restriction of fi to the open 
polydisc, Un and fxt is the restriction of /x to the indistinguished boun
dary. 

Consider first tto. Look at 

f f(z)dM*) 
JU" 

= jir„ jT„f*(t)P(r, e-t) dm(t) dMr, 0) 
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where P(r, 0 — t) is the Poisson kernel and r and 6 are multivariables 
such that Zi = riè6. Now f*(t)P(r, 6 — t) is an integral function with 
respect to t. J » f*(t)P(r, 6 — t) dm{t) is an integral function with 
respect to fi(r,0) since it is just f(z). Therefore we may apply 
Fubini's Theorem. 

This gives us 

( „ f*{t) { iu" P(r> e - ') dMo(r, * ) } dmM = L f& dMo(*0-

In particular, if we let / = 1 we see that the quantity inside the 
brackets is an integral function. Let 

<r0(t) = f H P{r, S - t) diio(r, S)m(t); 
Jv" 

then <T0 is absolutely continuous with respect to m and JTnfd<To 

= J t / M /d /£ofora l l /EA(I*) . 
We will now replace fij by a measure supported on T*\ We break 

7 up into 2n — 2 subsets which are determined by which coordinates 
are equal to 1 in modulus. One such subset, Up would look like 
AxTxTxAxAxTx • • • xT. We will denote an element of Uj by 
(zp elti), where Zj is a vector having coordinates which are equal to one 
in modulus. If we fix tp then the points of Uj having these coordinates 
form the interior of a polydisc of dimension less than n. The boundary 
of this polydisc, i.e., those points in T11 with the proper coordinates 
equal to tp shall be denoted by Tt. The restriction of fjij to Uj shall 
be called fXp We shall replace ^ by a measure supported on Tn 

which represents the same linear functional on A^) as /x,. Let 
f* G AiT1). Let / be the extension of f* to An and consider 
f(zp eifi). Look at 

But f(zp e*) = JTj P{r, 6 - a)f*(eia, euj) dmt(a)9 where P{r, 6 - a) 
is the Poisson kernel and mt is the Lebesgue measure on Tt. Therefore, 

\ f d^ = j v i { j P(r, e - a)f(*>, é'j) dmt(a) } dH. 

The formula on the right is meaningful for all continuous functions on 
T". It defines a linear function of C(T"), and hence is a measure, 
which we shall call OJ. So we have 

l„gd°i= \v { J P(r,e-a)g(e\eir>)dmt(a) jd^. 

Therefore, JT„f* daj = Sy.fdfij for all / G A ( A " ) . Let a = \x.T 
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+ a 0 + 2 (Ti. It is clear by the construction that S^fd/JL — 

The following definitions involve the theory of uniform algebras [2]. 

DEFINITION. A compact set K is said to be a peak interpolation set 
(PI) with respect to the algebra, <A, if given any / G C(K) there exists 
g G A such that g = / on K and |g(x)| < \\f\\K for all x G X\K, 
where X is the compact connected Hausdorff space on which the alge
bra is defined. 

DEFINITION. The set K is called a peak set (P) if there exists fG.Jr 
such that/(x) = 1 for x G K and |/(x)| < 1 for x G X\K. 

DEFINITION. The set K is a null set (N) if | fi\(K) = 0 for every com
plex measure, //,, on X such that Jg dfju = 0 for all g G *A. In other 
words K has total variation zero for any measure which annihilates J\. 

Since the algebra A(An) can be defined either on An or on Tn, 
there are two possible definitions for each of the properties. They will 
be called respectively P/A , PIT, PA, P r , NA, and N r . Theorem 6.1.2 in 
Rudin [4] shows the equivalence of 5 properties, including NT, PI A, 
and PA. The following example shows that PA and P r are not equiva
lent. 

EXAMPLE. Let K = {(z, w) G T2 : z = 1}. The set K has the prop
erty PT. Let /(z) = (1 + z)/2. Then / = 1 on K and |/(z)| < 1 
for z G T2\K. However, K does not have the property PA. Any func
tion having the value one on K and belonging to the 2-disc algebra 
will also have the value one at any point of the polydisc with z coordi
nate equal to one. Indeed, the function, f, being a member of the 2-
disc algebra, has a restriction to {(z, w) : z = 1} which is a member of 
the disc algebra. This restricted function has boundary values equal 
to one and, hence, is equal to one throughout the disc. 

The proof that PIT implies NA is accomplished by showing PIT 

implies P7A and then using a theorem due to Bishop [1] which shows 
that for any uniform algebra on a compact Hausdorff space PI and N 
are equivalent. This clearly also shows that NT and NA are equivalent. 
The previous theorem can be used to give a direct proof that NT and 
N A are equivalent. 

THEOREM. A compact set, K, has the property N A if and only if it 
has the property NT. 

PROOF. The fact that N A = ^ NT is trivial. Assume K is an NT set. 
We first show that m(K) = 0, where m is Lebesgue measure on the 
torus. Look at the annihilating measure formed in the following man-
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ner. Let T" be the subcircle of Tn formed by the collection of points 
in Tn which have all coordinates equal. Let m ' be the Lebesgue mea
sure of T '. Then m ' is a representing measure for evaluation at the 
point (0, 0, • • -, 0). Consider the measure dm — dm'. Since both dm 
and dm ' are representing measures for the same point in the maximal 
ideal space, their difference is an annihilating measure and therefore 
has no mass on K. But dm and dm ' are mutually singular and there
fore neither dm nor dm ' can have any mass K 

Let /x be a measure on An which annihilates A(An). Then as in 
the previous theorem /u, = /xr -h JLLQ + M/- We will replace /x by 
°" = PT + o"o + &i- The measure a, is an annihilating measure 
on Tn. Therefore |cr|(K) = 0 because K is a NT set. Therefore 
| /xT|(K) = 0 and hence | /LL|(K) = 0. This will prove the theorem. 

Recall that a0(t) = Jv» P(r, 0 - t) d/io(r, 0)m(f), and that <J0 

is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure, m. Therefore 
|or0|(K) = 0. Now recall that /Lt/ was divided into the sum of mea
sures, /xJ? which have disjoint support. Each of these was replaced 
by a measure a y We wish to show that |OJ|(K) = 0. We will do 
this by showing that (TJ(K ' ) = 0 for all K ' C K. 

* aj(K')= $ | J r ?(r,d-aìXvie^e^dm^a) \ d^, 

where XK ' is the characteristic function of the set K '. Fix tj. I claim 
that mt(K' Pi Tj) = 0. Consider the measure r defined by 

where 

\fdr= \Tf f(e^g(e^) dmt(a) 

g(eia) = (eiail) • (eia>2) • • (eiaj«) 

where the c^/s are the indices of a. r is an annihilating measure for 
A(7>1). But T and mt are mutually absolutely continuous. Therefore, 
the inner integral in * is always zero. Therefore (Jj(K') = 0, and 
hence |OJ|(K) = 0. Now let 

2" —2 

<r = MT + S °> 
o 

Then a is an annihilating measure of A(Tn) supported on Tn be
cause 
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I „ fda = \ dfiT+ 2 I fdai 
J 7" J r" 0 J r> 

Therefore, |o-|(K) = 0 because K is an NT set. So |jiT|(K) = 0 since 
/xr is the sum of a finite number of measures, each with no mass on K. 
Therefore K is an NA set. 
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